
CURRENT ISSUES | TAKE-HOME EXAM 

INSTRUCTIONS:  This is a take home exam.  A take home exam is different than an in-class exam 

in several respects.  First, you have time.  The quality of your answers should reflect the fact that 

you have 167 hours to complete the exam as opposed to one.  Second, you have resources.  A 

take-home exam is open note, open book, open internet, open everything.  That does not permit 

plagiarism, rather, it requires cited research.  Third, you have opportunity.  This is not a difficult 

exam score 100% on and significantly improve your grace.  Hard work, however, will be 

essential to such a perfect score in addition to a quality product.  

There are three questions for each of the seven topics below.  You must write on FIVE of the 

SEVEN topics.  One sentence answers will not be sufficient to answer each question.  The first 

question usually asks you to provide a detailed DEFINITION of a term or idea.  The second 

question asks you to provide a detailed DESCRIPTION of a current controversy or issue 

regarding this topic.  The third question asks you to provide a detailed DEFENSE, persuading the 

reader of your opinion.   

***TESTS ARE DUE MONDAY, NOVEMBER 21st*** 

1. Government 

a. DEFINE:  What is meant by the separation of powers as detailed in the first three 

articles of the U.S. Constitution?  

 

b. DESCRIBE:  What did the most recent election mean for the future of the Supreme 

Court and our country? 

 

c. DEFEND:  President Elect Trump has suggested he will rescind some of President 

Obama’s executive orders from the last eight years.  Identify the order you believe 

has harmed our country most and should, therefore, be the first to be rescinded.  

 

2. Elections: 

a. DEFINE: What is the Electoral College and how does it work? 

 

b. DESCRIBE:  What is the current election controversy regarding the Electoral College 

and the results of the Popular vote?  Has this ever happened before? 

 

c. DEFEND:  Argue why we need to modify (or completely abandon) the Electoral 

College or whether our country should continue using this election process.  

 

3. Foreign Policy:  

a. DEFINE:  Identify the different “competing concerns” regarding how the government 

sets foreign policy.  

 

b. DESCRIBE:  Explain the foreign policy philosophy of the Republican Party.  

 

c. DEFEND:  Identify what you believe are the top three foreign policy issues that the 

U.S. government must address above all others.  



4. Defense and Security 

a. DEFINE:   Explain what the Preamble of the Constitution of the United States means 

when it tells us that a major goal of the government is to “provide for a common 

defense”.    

 

b. DESCRIBE:  How did the terrorist attacks of September 11 change our view of defense 

and security? 

 

c. DEFEND: Defend an increase or decrease in military spending as a means to increase 

or decrease the size or role of our military.  

 

5. Economy 

a. DEFINE:  What is the difference between the “economy” and “economic policy”? 

 

b. DESCRIBE:   Historically, how do the Republicans and the Democrats differ in their tax 

policies?  What accounts for this difference? 

 

c. DEFEND: Argue why the rich should, or should not, “pay their fair share?”  

 

6. Education 

a. DEFINE:  What is “No Child Left Behind?”  What impact, positive or negative, has this 

had on the Education system? 

 

b. DESCRIBE:  On average, how much does government spend on the education of an 

individual.  How does this compare with the average cost of private school and what 

does this reveal about our education system?  

 

c. DEFEND:  Research the President Elect’s statements about the Department of Education.  

Argue whether this department should be closed or remain open at a federal level.  

What might be the costs or benefits of changing…or not? 

 

7. Immigration 

a. DEFINE:  What are the definitions and differences between immigration, emigration, 

and migration?  Why are these distinctions important? 

 

b. DESCRIBE:  What is the justification for building a “wall” on the border of Mexico? 

What have been the arguments against such an action? 

 

c. DEFEND:  There are over 11 million undocumented residents living in our country.  

Some have argued for their amnesty, others deportation, and still others some sort of 

combination.  Defend what you believe is the best, though imperfect, proposal?    

 


